Abstract. Colour is an important cue in many applications of computer vision and image processing, but robust usage often requires estimation of the unknown illuminant colour. Usually, to obtain images invariant to the illumination conditions under which they were taken, color normalisation is used. In this work, we develop a such colour normalisation technique, where true colours are not important per se but where examples of same classes have photometrically consistent appearance. This is achieved by supervised estimation of a class specific canonical colour space where the examples have minimal variation in their colours. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method with qualitative and quantitative examples from the Caltech-101 data set and a real application of 3D pose estimation for robot grasping.
Introduction
Colour is an important cue in many applications of computer vision and image processing. The colours are determined by the intrinsic properties of objects and surfaces as well as the colour of light source. For robustness, the effect of the light source must be filtered out and that is referred to as colour normalisation or colour constancy. The previously proposed methods for colour constancy aim to estimate the colour of the light source, and then transform image colours to the "world colour space" (white illuminant). In the world colour space, the photometric variations are only due to the natural variation of the scene objects. A survey of the existing methods can be found from Gijsenij et al. [7] .
The light source estimation methods in [7] are based on physical formulations and heuristics related to the problem, but for more cognitive vision tasks, such as object recognition and classification, it is unclear how colour normalisation or constancy should be performed. For example, the human visual system (HVS) is remarkably robust to change of colours and even to completely abnormal colours [9] , but the mechanism is not fully understood [6] . There is evidence that the recognition and colour normalisation are coupled [8] , which supports the finding that supervised learning methods perform best in computational colour constancy [7] .
In this paper, we propose a novel computational approach to colour normalisation. We replace the requirement of physically plausible world colours with estimated transforms making examples of visual object classes look photometrically (chroma and brightness) equivalent. Our approach is supervised utilising common object landmarks. Using the landmarks an optimal "canonical object colour space" is estimated and the all examples transformed to the space (Fig. 1) . New examples can be transformed to the space by detecting the same landmarks. Fig. 1 : Original Caltech-101 faces (left) and after transformation to the estimated canonical object colour space.
Related work
The general idea of our colour normalisation is very similar to the traditional colour constancy techniques. The difference is that normalised colors are not the true colours, like in constancy, but the ones from a class specific colour space.
For colour constancy, the learning-based methods perform the best [7] , which supports the coupling of the recognition and colour constancy. This can be achieved, by detecting known objects (grass, water, etc.) [18] or on lower levels by computing image statistics which reflect, e.g., common textures [7] . Another similar problem in image processing is colour transfer [16] , which does not aim for constancy, but how to utilise another span of colours for an image. The span can also reflect personal preferences [11] . Another related problem is the photometric camera calibration [13] . Object landmarks (local parts) have been used in colour constancy estimation in [15, 14] , but these provide constancy for only a single object, not for an object class. Our method utilises linear geometric transformations (non-diagonal similarity transform), which is supported by the recent work of Chong et al. [3] . To the authors' best knowledge, we are the first to formulate object class specific colour normalisation which instead of physically correct colours, produces colours which minimise the difference within a provided set of images.
Estimation of Canonical Object Colour Space
The goal of our method is to estimate a class specific "canonical object colour space", where colour variance of transferred objects is minimised. We utilise tristimulus colour values and the transformation is rigid 3D geometric transformation, similarity, allowing 3D rotation, translation, and scaling. For 3D similarity, efficient point correspondence based estimation methods using singular value decomposition exist. The colour transfer operator is a linear 4 × 4 transformation T i (homogeneous coordinates) which retains photometric information and is invertible. The point correspondence are formed from a set of common landmarks (minimum of 3 landmarks for 3D isometry/similarity) (Fig. 2) . Joint colour variation of the landmark regions is minimised during the estimation procedure. The selection of the tristimulus colour space (RGB, HSV, Lab, etc.) should be made prior the estimation step. Typically, the selection depends on an application, but on the other hand, it has been often pointed out that in computational methods the standard RGB seems to perform the best or there are no differences between the colour spaces [1] . This hold in our preliminary experiments and therefore we report results only for the RGB colour space.
Our canonical colour space estimation method is motivated by the mean shape model by Cootes et al. [4] and the approach was also used by the authors [10] for spatial landmark normalisation. The estimation algorithm is sketched in Alg. 1. Geometric transformation is estimated using the Umeyama method [17] . The estimation procedure is further illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
Estimate the geometric transformation S T i (3D similarity) from the colours of the ith image landmarks to the current colour space S.
4:
Transform the ith landmarks {ci,1, . . . , ci,N } to the current colour space using S T i.
5:
Refine the current canonical colour space by taking the average of the all transformed landmarks S ← avg({cn} i ). 6: end for 7: Return S as the canonical colour space. 
Seed selection
One concern that affects the final result of Alg. 1 is the seed selection. It is noteworthy that the seed does not particularly affect colour variance but mean, i.e. average colours of each landmark (Fig. 4) . Therefore, for computational methods the result is seed-independent, but for a human viewer it can be undesired that colours change after each run of the algorithm due to a random seed. However, there is a simple procedure to fix seed selection: compute the mean colours of each landmark and then select the image whose landmark colours are closest to the mean values. We adopted this simple procedure in our experiments.
Experiments
In the following, we report qualitative and quantitative results for classes from the popular Caltech-101 data set for visual object classification [5] and for a real application where our method is used to photometrically normalise images prior to object pose estimation for robot grasping (see [2] for more details). 
Caltech-101
For testing, we selected the following Caltech-101 categories: Garfield, Water lily, Strawberry, Sunflower, Panda and Faces containing 11-28 images. 3-4 landmarks were manually annotated and the landmarks were intuitively selected with no special attention. The examples of the original and processed images are shown in Fig. 1 and Figs. 5-6 .
For quantitative performance, we computed the proportional changes in landmark colour variances by the following formula:
The computed performance values are given in Table 1 . The reduction for all classes was between 0.32-0.72 indicating significant improvement in colour similarity (see also Fig. 7 for illustration). Table 1 : Relative variances of the landmark colours after our colour normalisation. 
Relative variance

Colour Feature Based Pose Estimation for Robot Grasping
We demonstrate the use of our approach for a practical vision application in a robotic grasping work cell, which requires accurate pose estimation of objects. We use the Kinect as visual scene input, and we apply the pose estimation system recently proposed in [2] . The task is to find pose of a real object in a captured scene using the KIT 3D model database [12] . The KIT database contains colourful richly textured objects for which colour is an important cue for relating model points to corresponding scene points. However, the very different illumination conditions between our setup and the setup used for capturing the model textures had significant negative impact on the calculation of colour correspondences between the model textures and the observed scene data, making the pose estimation fail. To overcome this, we used small set of landmarks between the textured models and frontal views of the objects in our setup for estimating the colour transformation. After processing the models, we were able to successfully carry out pose estimation with great degree of robustness and accuracy. For more details we refer to the paper where the pose estimation method and full results are published [2] . An example scenario for two objects is given in Fig. 8 . 
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a novel computational method for colour normalisation. Instead of the traditional approach of estimating the illuminant colour, we adopted a "subjective" approach where the true physical colours are not of interest but photometric appearance of a same class objects is consistent. Our idea originated from the subjective nature of colour perception in the human visual system, which is evidently able to "normalise" colours if there are recognisable objects in the scene. We proposed a simple yet effective method to find optimal "canonical colour space" where the colour differences are minimised under invertible linear transformation. We validated our method with visual object classes from the Caltech-101 data set for which our method clearly improved the colour similarity visually and quantitatively and our method solved the colour normalisation problem in a real application of pose estimation for robot grasping.
